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This paper presents a new token ring local area network for multimedia traffic s佐eam. A 
station (source)， which is continuously transmitting data to other station (destin剖ion)，w出

insert a new pattern called 1 nsertion pattern to the data s町'eam，when the token or a合arne
arrives at the source station. The destination station， which is receiving the datat will detect 
由ispattern and will release a new token to the ring simultaneously. Thereby， concurrent 
transmissions between multi-stations can be perfonned at a time. As a result， high network 
throughput and low messages waiting in出esystemωn be achieved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
百lemultimedia tenninals for LAN 

networks， which handle various traffic 
rates suchぉ videoImage， voicet .and data 
applications， require a high-speed 
communication network to transfer large 
data rates 企omsource to destination. 
Therefore， the massages in the other 
stations have to wait unlimitedperiod of 
time in order to seize a free token 鉱山e
station. 

Many researches have devoted to solve 
these problems and focused on a high-
speed token ring with concurrent 
transmission for stations in LAN， such as 
transmission delay distribution [1]， and 
message destination removal [2]. The 
current IEEE 802.5 standard token ring 
protocol [3] makes no significant 
perfonnance in view of throughput and 
latency [4]. Therefore， si割自cantresearch 
has been dedicated to e凶ance LAN 

performance by modiかing. the protocol of 
data link layer (medium access control and 
logical link con甘01). 百lerefore，it is 

necessary to design a new protocol that 
offers high throughput and gives a 
capability to handle bursty佐affic紅rival泊

m叫由nedia.
In this paper， we propose a new control 

scheme for token ring local area network 
where a message destina~ion removal 
scheme is employed to achieve concurrent 
multiple transmission， same as in [2]. The 
sta凶on，which is continuously transmitting 
data to釦 0白erstation， w出 inserta new 
pattem called 1 nsertion pattern to the data 
S位'eam，when the token arrives at the 
source station. So the buffered token in a 
station wil1 be substituted by an加sertion
pattem which wil1 be sent to down-s首'eam
with data仕ame.By detection of insertion 
pattern， a stations Can st釘t i随

官官lsmissionof a企ameor release a new 
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token to the loop， thereby， concurrent 
transmission for multi-station can be 
戸rfonnedat a time. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 
We consider a token ring with N 

stationsωshown in Fig. 1. The ring 
consists of single-mode fiber ring of FDDI 
(fiber distributed data interface)ω 出e
蜘 lsmissionmedium [5]， and permi脂 to
operate up to 100 km in distance. The 
protocol among the stations that we have 
used is the insertion pattem strategy which 
employ a message destination removal 
scheme' to real岡山econcurrent m叫tiple
transmission泊 atime釦 dto reduce the 
network delay. 

The standard 802.5 token ring 
networks， when a station transmits its own 
仕包ne to a destination sta姐on，must 
remove what is切ensent. 1t means白at
the data s位'eamgets back to the source 
after a round凶pand removed by source 
station. 

In Parallelring [2] which has used a 
message destination removal scheme， 
where the destination station will release a 
new合'eetoken as soon as the vaIid packet 
header [勾 hasbeen translated. Therefore， 
the free token will pぉsthrough either a 
s回tion白紙 hasa message to send or a 
busy station出atis sending a message， and 
in the latter， the token wi11 be bu首ered
until the station comple低si凶 sending.
百lerefore，the other stations will wait 
unknown period to receive a合'eetoken to 
send its message. Such kind of unlimited 
wai自宅街nefor a station w迎influenceon 
the network performance in view of 
network throughput and network delay. 
O町 solutionto these problems that we 
propose in出ispaper is a new control 
scheme for token ring network. Our 
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approach is based on a message 
destination removal scheme[2]. When a 
valid packet header reaches the station that 
is sending message to another station， the 
station will insert a sma1l packet 
information (pattem) into the data frョme
that hぉ beensending a message without 
buffering a token. The insertion pattem 
can be detected and removed by the 
destination station， and the destination 
station will release a new仕'eetoken to the 
ring. Therefore， the new token will 
cir~ulate around the ring to enable the 
other stations to transmit its data 
concurrently. 

2-1. F丸4MEFORMATS 

In the insertion pattem scheme， there 
紅'e four kinds of packet formats 
circulating around the ring， inse:凶on
pattem Fig. 2(a) ， token企ameFig. 2(b)， 
and data frame Fig. 2( c)・2(d)). Fi思J1'es
2(c)如 d2(d) show the data企ameforma也
with and without insertion pattem data 
respectively. 

中

φ
Fig. 1. Configuration of Token Ring 
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SD: Start Delimiter 
AC: Access Control 
ED: End Delimiter 
FCS: Frame Check Sequence 
ACK: Acknowledgment 

(d) 

FLA: Flag 
DEA: Destination Address 
PRI: Priority 
MON: Monitor 
SOA: Source Adress 

困

Fig.2 Frame Format (a) Insertion Pattem Format (b) Token Formal 
(c) Data Format wi出outInsertion Pattem(d) Data Forrnal wi山InsertionPattem 

3. The合ameor the inse此ionpattern is 
removed by destin剖onstation and at the 
S卸ne time the destination station can 
transmit its own message or send a仕'ee
token to the ring when the destination 
station has no message to send. 

4.When the token arrives at a station that 

is dumping the delayed f同me，the station 

also inserts insertion pattem into the 

dumping stream. 

5. When a d凶npingstation receives a 

合ameaddressed to it， it will remove the 
arrived仕'ameand inserts insertion pattem 
into the dumping stream. When it 

問 ceiveda仕amethat does not addressed 
to it， the station will delay this合出ne.

3. Transition Diagram of Insertion 

Pattern Protocol 

The state diagram in the insertion 

pattern is presented by modi白19 and 

enhancing the state diagram of the 
protocol泊 [2]forthe insertion pattem 

scheme. 

The state diagram consists of eight states， 
eleven conditions， as shown in Fig. 3. 
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2-2 Protocol 
This section describes出eprotocol of 

the insertion pattem model in which each 

station has di百erentstates at every instant 
of time. However， the operation of the 
protocol can be best understood by using a 
state diagram through state， event and the 
condition of the station. A symrnetric 

token network with N stations is 
considered. The main characteristics of 

our model's protocol are describedぉ出e

following sta包S:
1. A station is idle if it has no message to 
send or no message has to receive. The 

station・sring interface may pass 血ree
kinds of合ames:token frョme，data合ame，
釦 ddata wi血 insertionpat旬m合'ame.The 

token circulates around the ring passing 
through the stations until seized by a 
station which has a send request 

2. The source station is transmitting its 
own message and at the same time it c組
問 movea token or a message addressed to 

it， After the va1id packet header or 
inse凶onpattem is checked， the source 
station will inse目 insertionpattern into出e

sending data StI芭am.If the source station 
finds the message is not addressed to it，the 
station simply delay this仕ameuntil end of 

its own message transmission. 
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me 紅組1四st1血lestation Sends an insertion pa副tt胞e口:rni加nt，ω.0the ring 
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Fig. 3 State Transition Oiagram 

State: 

Repeat: A station is either idle .or direct1y 
forwards a仕ameinto.the ring. 

Tr国ns:A station transmits its own data 
合出neinto the ring. 

Remove: A station removes an arriv~g 
合国ne食'omthe ring. 

Dump: A station forwards a delayed 
合'ameinto血ering. 

Transmit.Remove: A station佐ansmitsi臼
own企ameinto the ring and， at 
t11e sarne time， removes an 
arriving仕留nerrom血，ering.
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Transmit.Delay: A station transmits its 
own世ameinto出ering' and， at 
the same time， delays a企ame.

Dump.Remove: A statioIl fQrwards a 
delayed frame' and， at the same 
time， removes an arriving frame 
rrom the ring. 

Dump.Delay: Astation forwards a delayed 
仕出neand， at the same time， 
delays a合'ame.

Conditions 01 the State Diagram: 
A: Arrival of the token 



B: Arrival of出einsertion pattem 
C: Arrival of a data frame addressed to由e

station 
D: Arrival of a data frame not addressed to 

the station 
E: Arrival of an invalid合ame
F: Completion of transmission of a合'ame
G: Completion of removal of an incoming 

合出ne
H: Completion of f01Warding of a delayed 

合加ne

1: Station has a data frame ready to 
町泊施mit

J: Station has a priority higher than an 

泊∞m泊g危司ne
K: There is more delayed合ame(s)加出e

station 

We can summarize由isdiagram 錨

follows: 
• In the state diagram in Fig. 3.， there 
are five sta記官泊施itionsfor the station that 
can generate insertion pattern and 
回presentby dash line. 
・Thestation cannot generate insertion 
pattem if the station in one of three states: 
Remove， D田np-Delay， and Transmit 
Delay. The reason is to prevent generating 
more由加 twotoken面白ering. 
. The station is idle when the station 
has neither data to transmit nor delayed 
data. This station may p鎚 stoken ， 
insertion pattem with frame， or合anewith 
valid header through station's interface. 

• In the transmission state， the station 
白紙 hasbeen transmitting message， two 
企amesmay紅riveat the station either 
invalid fame or合eetoken仕組ne. In the 
case of invalid仕ameanival the station has 
to delay the合amein the buffer until血e
station end sending its own message， the 
station will transit仕omthe Transmit state 
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to the Transmit-Delay state. When the 
station finishes sending its message the 
station's state will change to Dump state， 
the station st紅白 transmitting delayed 
message. ln the case of free token arrival， 
the station will insert the pattem to出e
transmitting data. 
• The station that has been sending a 
message 10 another station receives v叫id
仕'amedestined for this station. The arrival 
仕副newill be removed and the station w迎

insert the inse吋onpattern 10 the sending 
massage. 
. If出estation is in the甘ansmitting

statβ， then the arrival of data合amenot 
addressed to the station will be delayed. 
Therefore， the station will町出lSitto the 

Dump-Delay state. The dumping of the 
delayed data begins when the station's 
transmitting data has been completed. 

4. EXAMPLE 

ln this section， we consider an example 
10 illustrate the proposed scheme. Fig. 4 
shows six stations connected to the ring. 

Jd~ 
¥/  
V〆(F

Communication conn民 tionbetween 
so町白肌d也stination - - ~ 

Fig.4 An Example for a Ring Network 
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Fig. 7 Time Schedule for Insertion Pattem Model 

B. During data bョnsmissionof A， we 
suppose 白紙 there are two requests 
副 vingat time ~1 and九2at出estations 

F and C respectively. In the IEEE802.5 
protocol scheme， the source station 
removes its data that has been sent The 
station will release a token to the ring 
when the message has been町副首mitted.
For token round trip， there is only one 
s凶tionthat can.町加smitits data and the 
other stations might have to wait for an 
un1imited period of time for合'eetoken 
arriva1. Therefore， there is no multiple 
concurrent transmission occurred in the 
network， as shown in Fig. 5. In the 
para1lelring and the inse吋on pattem 
schemes， the data is removed by the 
destination station which wil1 release a台関
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Fig. 6 Time Schedule for Parallelring Model 

We assume出ataverage arrival rate to 
each station is identical with same average 
packet length. When the ring initiate， a 
合'eetoken is put into the ring and it will 
circulate around the ring until the token is 
seized by a station白紙 hasdata to send. 
We suppose that the station A is出efirst 
station in the ring that seizes a合'eetoken 
and be副首 tosend its message to station 
B. D山台19 佐ansmission period， two 
E副首missionreques臼訂討veat the stations 
F and C successively with destinations A 
and E respectively. 

Figures 5， 6，組d7 show the operation 
process among three protocol models 
IEEE802.5， Parallelring， and Insertion 
pattem， respectively. While the token 
arrives at the statiOl1 A， the station A w迦

sta尻町田lsmittingits data to the destination 



token as soonぉ由eheader of the data 
合出neis interpreted. 
In the parallelring scheme， when the仕切

token is担rivedat the station A， which has 
been sending data to the other station， 
the station will delay the token arrived泊

the buffer unti1 the station ends sending its 
da'旬，出isdelay出atis indicated in Fig. 6 as 
T"w迦 affacton出enetwork perfonnance. 

Such a problem can be resolved by出e
insertion pattem scheme. The station A 
will remove the token or the frame 
received and inserts insertion pattern into 
the sending合ame.明記 destinationstation 
will remove出epattem and release a合ee
token to the ring. This a new token may 
utilize by the other stations that hぉ
message to be sent. Therefore， concurrent 
紅白百missioncan be perfonnedぉ shown泊

Fig. 7. The insertion pattem scheme 
provides high network throughput because 
the station can substitutes the arrival of the 
token by inserting a pattern into the 
sending stream. 

s. CONCLUSION 
We proposed a new token ring local 

町'eanetwork called insertion patほrn.This 
new token ring is enabling multiple 
stations to transmit data 合arne
simultaneously. Now we are working on 
出，ear凶ysisof the perfonnance of insertion 
pattem using simulation studies. We have 
got some results， which are not completed， 
using insertion pattem scheme， and by the 
comp訂isonwith other token ring schemes， 
ii・s show that we can get better 
perfonnance(network's 血roughput) by 
m泊gInsertion Pattem strategy. 
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